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A Beautiful Way to be Crazy

I am thirteen years old. We are approaching the end of 1999 and to celebrate the
imminent end of the world, I have bought a sequined pale blue top from Tammy
and painted my nails for the first time, in silver. I feel very grown up, and I have a
pretty good idea of what I’m going to do with my life - I’m going to “be a famous
musician”.

Based on interviews conducted with female and non-binary practitioners across
the music industry, A Beautiful Way to be Crazy is a tale of growing up and finding
a voice. Weaving together spoken word and music, award-winning poet Genevieve
Carver and her live band (Tim Knowles, Brian Bestall and Ruth Nicholson) explore
what it means to be a girl in the business of music – with a little help from Joni
Mitchell, Nina Simone and Delia Derbyshire.

Bridging the gap between poetry, theatre and live music, A Beautiful Way to be
Crazy is an innovative piece of gig theatre that combines audio clips with live
performance, and crosses musical genres from soul to electronica via Baroque and
math rock.

About Genevieve Carver & The Unsung

Genevieve Carver is a Sheffield-based poet rapidly forging a reputation as a
“leading star of the spoken word scene” (Now Then magazine). She has been
published widely in magazines and anthologies including Iota, Envoi and The
North, and since 2016 has been working with poetry, music and theatre crossover
project Genevieve Carver & The Unsung. Their first show “The Unsung” toured
nationally to venues including London’s Roundhouse, won the spoken word award
at Buxton Fringe in 2017, and completed a critically acclaimed run at the
Edinburgh Fringe in 2018.

. Watch an excerpt from scratch 
performance at The Making Room in 

the Crucible Theatre, Sheffield

Watch trailer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s_28njrkEOo
https://vimeo.com/329857968


Feedback and Press Reviews

Press Reviews for previous show “The Unsung”:

“Brilliant, verging on genius” – The Wee Review

“Quite simply a truly beautiful piece of work”
– Write Out Loud

“Carver exudes a warm humility that perfectly
complements the fragile and overwhelmingly human spirit at the heart of her
storytelling” – The Reviews Hub

“At the heart of the piece is the celebration of life and music and the audience
leaves with a greater appreciation for both” – A Younger Theatre

“The Unsung is an exercise in delightful, demanding language. It enthrals its
audience and compels them sit back and enjoy”

– The State of The Arts

Audience Feedback from scratch performances of “A Beautiful
Way to be Crazy”:

“Really amazing, very resonant and important themes, beautifully composed
and performed”

“Very unique and innovative! Breaking boundaries is what theatre-makers
should strive for”

https://theweereview.com/review/the-unsung/
https://www.writeoutloud.net/public/blogentry.php?blogentryid=81195
http://www.thereviewshub.com/the-unsung-the-roundhouse-london/
https://www.ayoungertheatre.com/review-the-unsung-roundhouse/
http://www.thestateofthearts.co.uk/features/hollie-mcnish-unity-theatre-liverpool/


Technical Specifications

Running Time: 55 minutes (no interval)

Performance space: studio / small-mid scale (50 -200 seats)

Minimum performance area: 3m x 3m

On the road: 4 performers

Get-in time: Ideal: 1.5 hours
Minimum: 20 minutes

Get-out time: Ideal: 30 mins
Minimum: 10 minutes

We bring:
1 electric keyboard
1 violin with DI pickup
1 electric guitar with amp,
1 electric bass with amp
2 synthesizers
1 mandolin with DI pickup
1 small drum kit
2 vocal microphones
1 vocal effects station

theunsungpoetry@gmail.com

07521732324 

Ideal provisions from venue: 
- PA with minimum of 6 channels
- On-stage monitor speakers
- Qualified sound and lighting 
technician to operate throughout 
(including triggering audio cues).

mailto:theunsungpoetry@gmail.com

